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Mathematics 

I love studying mathematics. 

It has been just 3 days since 

I’ve started the 7th class book 

after completing the 6th class 

book and giving the whole 

book test. I enjoyed studying 

the chapters of ‘Whole 

numbers’, ‘Integers’, ‘Simplification’, ‘Line segments, rays and lines’, 

‘Angles and their measurement’, ‘Parallel lines’, ‘Construction’, ‘Polygons’, 

‘Triangles’, ‘Quadrilateral’, ‘Circles’, and ‘Concept of area and perimeter’. 

I found all these chapters easy as I 

could understand and do the 

question and answers properly and 

easily. I found difficulty in the chapters of ‘Algebraic Expression’, 

‘Linear Equations’ and ‘Ratio and Proportion’ as these were new to 

me. I still need practise in these chapters to be clearer. I study 

Mathematics with Basant Bhaiya and I enjoy studying with him.  

 English 

In the English class, we do free reading, group reading, Grammar, 

writing work and also do 

comprehension work from a 

book. For comprehension, I 

am studying from the 4th 

class book of Broadway. I 

read stories from this book and do the question answers given at 

the end of the chapter. I enjoy reading the stories as I understand 

them very well and therefore find it easy to do the question and 

answers. In Grammar, I’m doing from the 5th class book of ‘Good 

Grammar’. I have learnt Nouns, Adjectives, Verbs, Adverbs and 

Sentences. In writing work, we do story writing, paragraph writing, 

and we do notice writing. Sometimes we also get dictation as a 



writing work and love taking dictation. I like doing story writing the most. I need to improve my 

handwriting. The days we have free reading, we go to the library to read books of our own choices, so I 

love doing free reading. I also issue books from the library to read. Some of the books which I’ve issued 

and read are ‘Wicked words’, ‘Around the world in eighty days’ and ‘Isaac Newton’.  

Science 

I’m doing the 7th class Science book of NCERT. Currently, I am 

doing the chapter of ‘Time and Motion’. In this chapter I like to 

solve numerical. The chapters that are completed are 

‘Electricity’, ‘Cells’ (batteries), etc. While studying about 

electricity, I made a home circuit, working bulbs and fans. After 

this I studied about batteries (cell) and electromagnets, electric 

bells and generation of electricity. We also learnt about wind 

energy and water energy. We gave a test on the chapter of 

‘Electricity’ in which I scored 21 out of 30. I understand what is 

taught in the class and can answer when asked but need to improve my hand in making diagrams. I enjoy 

studying Science because we do lot of experiments and also it is very interesting. Jagat bhaiya and Ambika 

didi take our Science class.  

Social science 

I am studying Social Science of class 7. The chapters 

of History are completed. I studied about many kings 

and got many more information about our past. I 

understood all the chapters and could do the 

question and answers easily. In the tests I scored 

average marks in most of the chapters. During the 

class we also watched some Historical movies which I enjoyed a lot as I could understand better. Now we 

are studying Geography. The chapters are almost covered with 3 remaining. I enjoy studying Geography 

less as compared to History as I feel bored and sleepy. When didi shows videos related to the chapters, I 

understand better. We’ve watched videos of highways, sea routes, airways, and how humans transport 

goods and passengers, natural vegetation and wildlife and 

natural calamities, etc.  

Odia 

I study Odia from Papaji twice a week. I have learnt the 

alphabets and their matras. I can read, write and speak in 

Odia but need improvement in the pronunciation while 

speaking. In the class we read, write and listen to stories, 

play word games and also learn songs. I love to listen to 

stories because I get to know morals.     



Hindi 

I am doing the 5th class book of ‘Rimjhim’. I love to read the stories and poems given in the book as I can 

understand them easily. I do the question answers without any problem. I find difficulty in understand the 

Grammar but once didi explains it to me, I am able to solve the Grammar questions easily. I love to do 

free reading as we get to read many different stories and also comic books like ‘Panchatantra’. We also 

learn songs, poems and plays during the class. I need to pay more attention in my speaking and writing. 

Manisha didi takes our Hindi class and I enjoy her class.   

Computer 

We have computer class once a week with Lalu 

Bhaiya. In the class, we practise typing and 

learn drawing on the computer. Now I’m doing 

the 2nd course of typing and therefore need to 

practise more to increase my typing speed.  

Art 

We have art class once a 

week with Brishti didi 

and Suparna didi. In the 

class we make drawings 

and learn some crafts. I 

love to draw flowers, 

animals and vehicles 

although my hand is not 

very good at drawing. In craft, we have made many things such as 

paper flowers and wall hangings. I enjoy learning arts and crafts.    

Yogasana 

We start our morning with yogasana at 6 

o’clock. We do many asanas such as 

‘halasana’, ‘garudasana’, ‘paschimatasana’, 

‘surya namaskaar’, ‘headstand’, etc. I enjoy 

doing the different asanas as my body is 

becoming more flexible.   

Shramdaan (Work Offering) 

After yogasana, we go for shramdaan. We 



do different activities on each day such as gardening, toilet cleaning, hostel cleaning, school cleaning and 

kitchen work. I love doing gardening and school cleaning the most. In gardening, we do digging, watering 

plants, and plant saplings of fruits, flowers and vegetables. In school cleaning, we sweep the paths of the 

school and clean the groups by sweeping and mopping. In the kitchen we cut vegetables for lunch and 

breakfast and fetch water from the handpump to fill the filters.  

Games 

At games time we do running, joint 

exercises and play various games. 

Before we start any game, I like to 

warm up my body by running and doing 

exercises. We play fun games, football, 

basketball and volleyball. My favourite 

games are football and volleyball.   

Dance 

We have dance class once a week and Suparna didi takes our class. We 

learn some folk dances and some form of contemporary dances like Jazz. 

We have also learnt Dura dance from Denis bhaiya, who had come for a 

short period. I generally enjoy less, doing and learning dances but I enjoyed 

learning and performing the Dura dance. We learnt and performed dances 

on some functions and occasions.  

Celebrations 

On July 5th which we celebrate as our school’s birthday, our group had 

performed two Hindi plays. I had played the role of a ‘brahmin’ in one of 

the play. I performed well as I memorized the dialogues properly. I enjoyed 



doing the play and learnt from the play that we should not 

discriminate people according to their castes and religion.  

Trip  

In August, along with my friends, I was out on a trip to South India. 

This was my first trip and we visited a few places in Tamil Nadu. For 

the first time I travelled by train and it was a great experience. We 

started the trip on 17th August. On the first day we took a train from 

Paliba and went to Simhachalam. We stayed the night in 

Simhachalam and visited the temple dedicated to Lord Vishnu the 

next morning. Then in the evening we took a train to Kanyakumari 

and got off at the Nagercoil junction station. We stayed in Kanyakumari 

for two days and visited the ‘Vivekanand Rock Memorial’ and ‘Gandhi 

Memorial’. We also went near the Indian Ocean to see the beautiful 

sunrise and sunset. From Kanyakumari, we went to Madurai. We 

camped there at Arvind Eye Hospital and visited the Meenakshi Temple 

and a museum. Then we travelled to Rameshwaram and Dhanushkodi. 

Our final destination was Pondicherry. We stayed there in the Ashram- 

Delhi House for 6 days. We visited the Samadhi of The Mother and Sri 

Aurobindo every day. We also went to the bakery of the Ashram. In 

Auroville, we visited the Matri Mandir. On the 2nd of September we 

reached back home safely. I enjoyed my trip very much and I was happy. 

I want to attend more school trips.  


